Throughout
the past three decades, international museum research has increasingly emphasised museum visitor experiences. Museums have a responsibility, not only in relation to collection and documentation, but also for communication with the public (Bayne, Ross and Williamson 2009; Macdonald 2005) . Hooper-Greenhill argues mat a museum exhibition is a medium for mass communication and merefore should be explored for its abilities to communicate wirh the public (1995; 2006) . Hein points out mat mere is a huge difference between didacric intent and the learning which emerges in a situation, and he links this insight to museum exhibitions in particular. Sirnations which are beneficial in terms of learning are often open and ambiguous -it is possible for the learner to exert influence on thern and, due to mis openness, it is quite difficult to predict how a situation develops and what meaning a person will make out of ir. According to Hein, a rich and complex environment such as a museum exhibition is a good sire for learning, but it also holds numerous possible forms of interaction, and for mis reason it is quite possible mat the learner will focus on something different from what the educator had in mind (Hein 1995: 189; 1998) . These are but two museum scholars who point out that there is a need for in-depth knowledge about the museum visit. A primary work on this topic is Falk and Dierking's The Museum Visitor Experience (1992) , which points to the fundamentally social character of the museum experience. Visitors regard a museum visit as a social outing, like going to a park or some other leisure sire, The museum visit is both affected by social situation and by the personal history, taste and preferences of the collective of museum visitors. These issues are highlighted by Falk and Dierking and have been used as point of departure in Iarer research, in a Danish context by Grøn (2007) , for example. Less attention has been devoted to the more material influences on museum V1SItS; particularly how mediating materials and tc:chnologic:s conrribure to constituting museum visitors' subjectiviry and modes of experiencing. A notable exception to this tendency to focus on the social -rather than the sociomaterial -is Herheringtons study of how Braille signs, easy access ramps, stairs, audio guides and a ractile book mediate a museum exhibition and in this process constirute the embodiment of a visually impaired person (Hetherington 2003: 107) .
HYBRID MUSEUM VISITORS
Information and communication technologies are rapidly moving away from desk tops, and instead permeating everyday spaces and situations.
The omnipresence of digital technologies makes it difficult to ignore the hybrid character of the human subject. For the same reason, digital technologies are increasingly receiving attention in the field of museum studies as well. As such, this orientation is helping to fi11 a void -the previously-rnentioned lack of attention towards the hybrid, sociomaterial constitution of museum visitors. Museum researchers attenrive to this new digital dimension of museum visits advocate the promising potential of "new"technologies in museum communication (Kahr-Højland 2007; Hansen et al 2009; Schroyen et al 2007; Talion 2008; Gammon and Burch 2008; Mensch 2005) , but there seems to be a lack of empirically based research on how digital technologies contribute to museum experiences -perhaps because of the novelry of the ropic. After a review of existing research, Falk and Dierking report that rhere is no clear pieture of the relationship berween museum-based meaning making and digital technologies (Falk and Dierking 2008) . There is thus a need for research which looks into this topie -and it is worth noting that ir is not sufficient to explore digital technologies as isolated phenomena. Researehers working with media, information and communication teehnologies point out that new technology should be understood as forming part of media convergences in whieh old and new media overlap (Ito 2008; Falkheimer and Jansson 2006 The name Naturama is a combination of nature and drama, and was chosen ro symbolize the experience rhe museum hopes ro give irs visirors -an experience of dramarized nature. The permanent exhibirion in rhe museum is divided into three levels in descending order: Air, Land and Water: Air on the tOp floor, Land in the middle, and Water on the ground floor. The floor divisions relare ro three categories of animals -those that live in the air, on land, and in water. In the exhibition, traditional dioramas are replaced by a minimalist exposition of taxidermic mounts gamished with an elaborate multimedia show. An audiovisual show plays continuous 90-minure loops thar use light and sound ro give an impression of the rwenry-four hours of day and night coming and going. Light and sound change from the energetic rhythm of sunrise to calm, starry night and the accompanying solinds range from rhe quiet scuffle of a badger ro a trickle of rain and roars of rhunder. Signs and posters are reduced to a minimum in the srreamlined design, and instead computerbased information kiosks are dotted rhroughour the exhibition,
The museum is an interesting case, because _____ o it is a modem museum that is saturated by a range of different mediation technologies. The museum uses digital technologies in the form of multimedia shows, video, interactive exhibits, information kiosks, PDA-based audio guides and the museum website. Furthermore, the museum is an example of a museum reality in which digital technologies are put to work alongside other communication practices such as guided tours, prinred materials, special events, workshops, concerts and enactment activities. Ir is an example of a media reality in which new and old media coexist.
METHOO: ETHNOGRAPHY OF PORTABLE TECHNOLOGIES
Based on the need for in-depth qualitative studies of museum visitor experiences, I carried out an ethnographic case study of museum visits. I used qualitative methods to produce data about rhe encounters between visitors and the museum exhibition. Field work was carried out over a period of 14 monrhs from April 2007 umil June 2008, and several follow-up visits have been conducted, the last one in the spring of 2011. During the fieldwork, I used the techniques of participant observation, qualitative interviews, and audio and video recording. I carried Out 39 days of observation at the museum, 21 of these days focused on visitor interactions, and I carried out several interviews, 19 of which were with visitors. Interviews and observations were with visitors of all ages, but gradually focused on visitors who are rhe primary users of exercise pamphlers, mobile phone cameras and animal costurries -children up rill the age of 13 and the visitors accompanying them. The methods and techniques employed are extensively described in my Ph.D. thesis (Svabo 2010: 133) .
During my ethnographic fieldwork at the museum, l became aware that three portable PORTABLE TECHNOLOGIES AT THE MUSEUM technologies -mobile phone cameras, exercise pamphlets and animal coscumes -are central when visitors engage with the museum; all of these three technologies are frequendy used by visitors.
THREE POPULAR TECHNOLOGIES
Mobile phone cameras are now an integral part of rhe day-to-day lives of children and young people. A 2009 survey carried out by the Danish Media Council for Children and Young People showed that 81 per cent of the 9-10 year olds, 94 per cent of 9-16 year olds, and for the age group 14-16, 99 per cent have mobile telephones. Children take their mobile phones with rhern wherever they go, even when they visit a museum. At Nacurama, children and young people use their mobile phones as cameras to rake pietures of animals on display.
Exercise pamphlets are also very commonly used at the museum. 8,737 pamphlers were in circulation in 2009, with an annual total of 65,509 visitors -around half of these under age 18. This means that almost one third of the children who visit Naturama have an exercise pamphlet with them, and because it is common that more than one visitor is engaged with the same pamphler -for example when families collaborate -the accual proportion of visitors, both children and adults, who are influenced by a parnphlet is quite large.
By comparison, ir is striking that visirer practices at Naturama reveal that visirors systematically ignore portable digital assistants (PDAs) provided by the museum to be used as audio guides. point ro remember in the development of new communication devices; relations between the exhibition and mobile digital technologies mus t be explicitly conternplated. Mobile digital devices should be designed in a way where rhey explicitly draw attention to aspects of the exhibition which the museum wants to communicate. This may seem to be a banal point, but reported experiments with developing applications for digital handheld devices for use in museums do not always explicitly reflect on the relation between the digital medium and the exhibition (for an example of mis, see Schroyen et al 2007) .
Designing the relations between the exhibition and other mediating technologies is a central challenge which emerges at the intersections between various communication technologies. The interaction designer for example may contemplate a computer interface or the interface between a handheld digital device and a user, bur mis is not sufficient. Ir is necessary also ro contemplate the relation to the spatial design and other communication practices. And here it is worth noting also that designers of museum communication may have ro deal with several versions of the same user: the same visiror may very well be engaged in various kinds of mediation, and thus form various hybrids. Within moments, children shift from growling brown bears to task-solving busy-bodies moving information around, and then are clicked into phorography. Museum visitors shift and morph as they engage in mediated encounters with the exhibition. This implies that museum communication designers have to not only be able ro make singular designs which work well, but also have ro be able to imagine user situations which consist of multiple, overlapping and sometimes even competing mediations. Ir is necessary for ---.~.~.,.~.~~----------both research and practice ro be able ro tackle the multipliciry of mediations carried out by exhibits, signs, posters, pamphlets, brochures, tours and digital technologies. A museum visit consists of multiple coexisting mediations and the negoriations between them. For mis reason it is central to not have a myopic focus on one communication technology, bur to explore and build an understanding of the intersections berween various communication technologies.
CONCLUSION: MUSEUM EXPERIENCES MEDIATED BY DIGITAL AND MUNDANE

TECHNOLOGIES
In the past rhirty years, the field of museum studies has increasingly voiced an interest in how the museum communicates with rhe public and how the public experiences museums. A contemporalY topic of interest in this relation is the role and potential of digital technologies for creating interesting and educational museum experiences. Standing on an insight from technology studies that new and old media should not be counterpoised, bur that new media rather should be understood for how they overlap and intersect with old media, the article reports a study of the intersecrions berween various media. The relationships between visirors, a museum exhibition and three portable technologies are explored as rhey emerge in an ethnographic fieldwork of a Danish museum of natmal hisrory. The three technologies are mobile phone cameras, exercise pamphlets and animal costumes. They are studied because they are commonly used by museum visirors and they all contribute to establishing a characteristic relation berween the visiror and the exhibition.
Inspired by the work of philosopher and cultural theorist Michel Serres and philosopher f I 1 'l accumulation of pietures in which digital images are collected and deposited in jeans pockets. The exhibition presents itself as visual images and the visitor is a photographer chasing beauty.
Visitors with animal costumes conjure up an exhibition which is the site for embodied, imagined and dramatized encounters -visitors snarl, growl and hunt while in the exhibition. The exhibition turns into a nature reserve, hunting ground and habitat roamed byanimal children on the move.
Relations between museum visitors and the exhibition are esrablished with the three portable technologies, but the relation between the visitor and rhe exhibition is simultaneously manipulated in a characteristic direction by each portable rechnology. Each mediator creates its own version of the exhibition. The exhibition is enacted in three relared -but not congruent -versions.
DISTORTION IS NOT PROBLEMATIC
When portable technologies are at play they create disrorred versions of the exhibition. Portable technologies stitch together a version of the exhibition which firs them. They mate and hold the exhibition, and they transform and distort it. From an agenda of knowledge transmission ir may be considered problemarie that children who are engaged with mobile phone cameras do not engage with animals in terrns of biological facts such as information abour names, species, habitat and food. Reciprocally, from an aesthetic agenda it may considered problemarie thar children who are engaged in exercise pamphlets do not sense the exhibition in terms of beaury, lighr or sound. (1993/1995) . The exhibirion archangel flanked by other messengers successfully communicates the theme of nature to visitors.
DISCUSSION: DESIGN FOR CONVERGENCE
The srudy seeks to contribute to the growing subarea of digital rechnology in museum communication and experience. The study flatrens out the divide berween digital and nondigital technologies and confirms the point made in technology studies; that new and old technologies must be understood in terms of overlap and convergence. This is an irnportant of technology Bruno Latour, the intersections between the museum exhibition and three portable technologies are explored as relationships of mediation, which both is the establishment of a relation and the simultaneous distortion of this relation. The three portable technologies esrablish connections between visitors and the exhibition, and as such are useful museum communication technologies, but each of the three technologies also gives the encounter between the visitor and the exhibition a twist of its own. The multiple, overlapping and intersecting mediations pose both interesting possibilities for and challenges to museum communication design. 
